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Abstract

The magnitude and sign of anthropogenic aerosol impacts on cirrus clouds through ice
nucleation are still very uncertain. In this study, aerosol sensitivity (ηα), deﬁned as the sensitivity of the
number concentration (Ni) of ice crystals formed from homogeneous ice nucleation to aerosol number
concentration (Na), is examined based on simulations from a cloud parcel model. The model represents the
fundamental process of ice crystal formation that results from homogeneous nucleation. We ﬁnd that the
geometric dispersion (σ) of the aerosol size distribution used in the model is a key factor for ηα. For a
monodisperse size distribution, ηα is close to zero in vertical updrafts (V < 50 cm s1) typical of cirrus clouds.
However, ηα increases to 0.1–0.3 (i.e., Ni increases by a factor of 1.3–2.0 for a tenfold increase in Na) if aerosol
particles follow lognormal size distributions with a σ of 1.6–2.3 in the upper troposphere. By varying the
input aerosol and environmental parameters, our model reproduces a large range of ηα values derived from
homogeneous ice nucleation parameterizations widely used in global climate models (GCMs). The
differences in ηα from these parameterizations can translate into a range of anthropogenic aerosol longwave
indirect forcings through cirrus clouds from 0.05 to 0.36 W m2 with a GCM. Our study suggests that a
larger ηα (0.1–0.3) is more plausible and the homogeneous nucleation parameterizations should include a
realistic aerosol size distribution to accurately quantify anthropogenic aerosol indirect effects.

1. Introduction
The sensitivity of cloud properties to aerosol perturbations is critical for the estimation of anthropogenic
aerosol radiative forcing and thus the projection of future climate change (Boucher et al., 2013). Compared
to warm clouds, anthropogenic aerosol indirect forcing (AIF) through cirrus clouds is controversial and associated with large uncertainties (Barahona & Nenes, 2011; Fan et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014). Ice
formation in cirrus clouds can result from the homogeneous freezing of aerosol solution particles (e.g., sulfate) and the heterogeneous freezing of insoluble or partially insoluble aerosol particles (e.g., mineral dust)
(Barahona & Nenes, 2009; Kärcher et al., 2006; Pruppacher & Klett, 1997). The details of homogeneous and
heterogeneous freezing processes, as well as their relative contributions to cirrus cloud formation in the
upper troposphere, are still poorly understood (Cziczo et al., 2013; DeMott et al., 2003; Jensen et al., 2013;
Murray et al., 2010). This poor understanding leads to a large uncertainty in the parameterizations of ice
nucleation for global climate models (GCMs) (Barahona et al., 2014; Kuebbeler et al., 2014; Liu, Shi, et al.,
2012; Zhang et al., 2013).
Anthropogenic aerosols, such as sulfate, have increased substantially from the preindustrial (PI) era to the
present day (PD) (Lohmann & Feichter, 2005). For a ﬁxed liquid water content in warm clouds, an increase
in aerosol concentrations leads to a larger number of small cloud droplets, which increases the solar reﬂectivity of clouds (Twomey, 1977). On the other hand, it is not determined whether an increase in the upper
tropospheric sulfate aerosol concentration (Na [cm3]) leads to an appreciable increase in the number concentration of ice crystals (Ni [cm3]) by homogeneous freezing in cirrus clouds. Some studies based on cloud
parcel model simulations showed that Ni is nearly invariant to Na with updrafts lower than approximately
50 cm s1 (Kärcher & Lohmann, 2002a, 2002b; Kay & Wood, 2008). However, other modeling studies showed
that Ni is more sensitive to Na (Barahona & Nenes, 2008; Jensen & Toon, 1994; Liu & Penner, 2005). For example, these authors found that for a variation in Na by a factor of 10, Ni varies by a factor of 1.5 to 3, depending
on the updraft (i.e., cooling rate) and temperature. Correspondingly, the Community Atmosphere Model
version 5.1 (CAM5.1), with the Liu and Penner (2005) parameterization, simulates a stronger longwave AIF
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Table 1
Parcel Model Sensitivity Experiments Conducted in This Study
Experiment
RAD0.02
SIGMA1.6
SIGMA2.3
RAD0.2
ALFA0.5
ALFA0.5_KL

Conﬁguration
T = 220 K, P = 250 hPa, and αi = 0.1. Aerosol size is monodispersed, where Ra = 0.02 μm.
Same as RAD0.02 but aerosols follow a lognormal size distribution with Ra = 0.02 μm and σ = 1.6.
Same as SIGMA1.6 but σ = 2.3.
Same as RAD0.02 but Ra = 0.2 μm.
Same as SIGMA1.6 but αi = 0.5.
Same as ALFA0.5 but homogeneous freezing is calculated based on the concept of the KL
parameterization.

Note. KL = Kärcher et al. (2006).

(0.40–0.52 W m2) (Ghan et al., 2012) than the ECHAM-HAM2 model (0.05–0.2 W m2) (Zhang et al., 2012) by
using the Kärcher and Lohmann (2002a, 2002b) parameterization.
Following Kay and Wood (2008), an aerosol sensitivity parameter, ηα, is deﬁned as
ηα ¼

dð lnNi Þ
dð lnNa Þ

(1)

ηα≪1 implies that the aerosol has a negligible effect on Ni, and the anthropogenic AIF through cirrus clouds is
rather weak, while a larger ηα indicates an appreciable aerosol effect and a stronger anthropogenic AIF. Here
we focus on the homogeneous nucleation of sulfate solution particles in this study. We ﬁrst use a cloud parcel
model to investigate the sensitivity of Ni to Na (i.e., the magnitude of ηα) and the controlling parameters for ηα.
Then, we discuss the difference in ηα among three physically based ice nucleation parameterizations developed by Liu and Penner (2005) (LP), Barahona and Nenes (2009) (BN), and Kärcher et al. (2006) (KL). We are
able to explain the reasons for large ηα differences among these three parameterizations. Finally, the implications of the ηα difference for AIF through cirrus clouds are quantiﬁed using CAM5.1.

2. Determining Factors of ηα
Ice formation through homogeneous nucleation in cirrus clouds can be modeled by solving the theoretical
formulations that describe the primary formation of ice crystals in an adiabatically rising air parcel. Usually,
physically based ice nucleation parameterizations are developed based on (or validated against) cloud parcel
model simulations. Here we study ηα using a cloud parcel model (Shi & Liu, 2016) and turn off the heterogeneous nucleation in the model. All equations that describe the evolution of temperature (T [K]), pressure
(P [hPa]), the ice mass mixing ratio (qi) and ice particle size (Ri [μm]) can be found in Pruppacher and Klett
(1997). To conserve total water mass, the water vapor saturation ratio with respect to ice (Si) is diagnosed
from the total water conservation equation. The dry sulfate aerosol is assumed to follow a monodisperse size
population, or a lognormal size distribution with an upper cutoff radius of 1 μm. The number of aerosol size
bins (i.e., Nbin) varies from 1 (i.e., monodisperse) to 200. For a lognormal size distribution, each bin width is the
same based on the logarithm of the particle size. The geometric dispersion (σ) of the dry sulfate aerosol size
distribution which describes how spread out the sizes of aerosol populations are is an input parameter and
has a value of 0 (i.e., monodisperse), 1.6 (Kärcher et al., 2006; Kärcher & Lohmann, 2002a), or 2.3 (Lin et al.,
2002; Liu & Penner, 2005). The geometric mean dry sulfate aerosol size (Ra [μm]) is another input parameter,
with a value of 0.02 or 0.2 μm. The homogeneous nucleation rate (J [m3 s1]) is calculated based on water
activity (Koop et al., 2000). The deposition coefﬁcient (αi) of water vapor on ice crystals is an input parameter,
with a value of 0.1 as used in LP and BN or 0.5 as used in KL. To minimize the numerical diffusion, the ice crystal population formed from each aerosol size bin in each model time step is recorded using the particle tracking method, following Barahona and Nenes (2008). The updraft velocity (V [cm s1]) is constant. The initial
model time step is 2 V1 s and reduces to 0.05 V1 s when nucleation occurs (J > 104 m3 s1). The sedimentation of ice particles is also taken into account. The terminal fall velocity and the fraction of ice particles that
fall out of the cloud parcel follow the method from Kay et al. (2006).
Table 1 lists the six model experiments conducted in this study. For each experiment, a variety of V (from 2 to
500 cm s1) and Na (from 10 to 500 cm3) are used. The purpose of these experiments is to examine the
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Figure 1. Ice crystals number concentration (Ni) contoured as a function of vertical velocity (V) and sulfate aerosol number
concentration (Na) from parcel model experiments. Colors indicate the values of the aerosol sensitivity parameter, ηα.
Experiment names are shown in the upper-left corners.

sensitivity of ηα to aerosol size distributions (Ra and σ), the ice deposition coefﬁcient (αi), and an assumption
made in the KL parameterization (deﬁned below). Figure 1 shows the results of these experiments. In
the RAD0.02 and RAD0.2 experiments, the sulfate aerosol size is monodispersed. For weak updrafts
(V < 50 cm s1), the fraction of frozen sulfate aerosol particles (fc) is less than 50%. At the maximum Si
during the parcel ascent, the increasing rate of Si caused by the updraft velocity is balanced by the
decreasing rate due to ice crystal growth. Ni depends mainly on V and is not sensitive to Na. Thus, ηα is
close to 0. This is also indicated by the ﬂat contours of Ni with respect to Na. For stronger updrafts
(V > 100 cm s1), more aerosol particles are nucleated, and Ni is signiﬁcantly sensitive to Na. Therefore, ηα
increases to appreciable values. Note that the ice growth rate is proportional to the ice crystal size (Shi
et al., 2015). Compared to the RAD0.02 experiment, less ice crystals (i.e., a lower fc) in RAD0.2 can cause Si
to decrease faster due to larger ice crystal sizes. This is why ηα from RAD0.2 is slightly smaller than that
from RAD0.02 for a high V (>100 cm s1). We note that the pattern of ηα variations from RAD0.2 is very
similar to that of Kay and Wood (2008), which also used a monodisperse aerosol distribution under the
same thermodynamic conditions (T, P, αi) and the same aerosol size (Ra) as the RAD0.2.
If sulfate aerosols follow a lognormal size distribution, as observed in the upper troposphere (Lin et al., 2002;
Liu & Penner, 2005), aerosols in larger size bins will freeze earlier than aerosols in smaller size bins. At low V
(<0.5 m s1), freshly nucleated ice crystals come mostly from larger aerosol size bins (R > 0.1 μm). Compared
to the RAD0.02 experiment, Ni is lower in the SIGMA1.6 and SIGMA2.3 experiments due to the formation of
larger ice crystals, which deplete water vapor in the cloud parcel. Although larger aerosol particles tend to
freeze earlier and, thus, prohibit smaller aerosol particles from freezing, ice crystals can still be nucleated from
aerosols in smaller size bins. The number of ice crystals depends on Na (note the nonﬂat contours of changes
in Ni with Na in the SIGMA1.6 and SIGMA2.3 experiments). Thus, ηα values from SIGMA1.6 and SIGMA2.3 are
signiﬁcantly larger than those of RAD0.02 in weak updrafts (V < 50 cm s1). Furthermore, the comparison
between SIGMA1.6 and SIGMA2.3 indicates that ηα increases with an increasing σ. Ni from ALFA0.5 is lower
than that from SIGMA1.6 due to a larger αi in ALFA0.5, resulting in the faster depletion of water vapor.
Thus, increasing αi in ALFA0.5 results in smaller ηα, compared to SIGMA1.6.
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but for the results from (a) LP, (b) BN, and (c) KL ice nucleation parameterizations; T = 220 K and
P = 250 hPa.

In the KL parameterization, aerosol particles freeze according to particle size. Aerosol particles in the largest
size bin will freeze ﬁrst when Si reaches the homogeneous freezing threshold (Shom). After that, aerosol particles in the second largest bin will freeze if the water vapor depletion rate (due to the deposition of water vapor
on newly formed ice crystals from the largest bin) is less than the water vapor increasing rate, which is caused
by the updraft velocity. Aerosol particles in the rest of size bins will nucleate chronologically until the water
vapor depletion rate equals the water vapor increasing rate. Under this assumption, competition among different aerosol size bins is not allowed. In our ALFA0.5_KL experiment, the homogeneous freezing of aerosols
in the parcel model is treated based on the same assumptions as in the KL parameterization. As seen in
Figure 1, ηα from the ALFA0.5_KL is close to zero at V < 50 cm s1, which is very different from the ALFA0.5.
Note that Ni slightly decreases with increasing Na (i.e., ηα < 0) in some regimes in the ALFA0.5_KL. The reason
is that the size of nucleated ice crystals increases with increasing Na. Larger ice crystals deplete water vapor
faster and thus lower Ni. Note that in Figure 1 the color bar for ηα < 0 uses the same one as for ηα = 0.

3. Comparison of ηα Among Ice Nucleation Parameterizations
Here we compare the ηα calculated from the three ice nucleation parameterizations: LP, BN, and KL. We turn
off the heterogeneous nucleation in these experiments. The LP parameterization is derived from ﬁtting the
simulation results of an adiabatically rising cloud parcel model with αi = 0.1, σ = 2.3, and Ra = 0.02 μm. Ni
is ﬁtted as a function of relative humidity, T, V, and Na. The BN parameterization is derived from the analytical
solution from the cloud parcel equations. Variables αi, σ, and Ra are input parameters with values of 0.1, 2.3,
and 0.02 μm, respectively. The KL parameterization explicitly calculates the evolution of Si in a rising cloud
parcel. The variables αi, σ, and Ra are input parameters, which are set to 0.5, 1.6, and 0.02 μm, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the ηα distribution as a function of Na and V calculated from the three ice nucleation parameterizations. The ηα distribution pattern from LP is similar to BN in that ηα ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 at
V < 50 cm s1, which is equivalent to an increase in Ni by a factor of 1.3–2.0 for a tenfold increase in Na.
The slopes of the Ni contours with respect to Na are also quite similar. Both LP and BN parameterizations
are developed based on their parcel model results with the same aerosol size distribution (i.e.,
Ra = 0.02 μm and σ = 2.3). Compared to the parcel model results under the same aerosol size distribution
(Ra and σ) and αi parameter (Figure 1, SIGMA2.3), the ηα values from LP and BN are slightly larger. We note
that the ηα values from both the LP and BN parameterizations agree well with their corresponding parcel
model results in most cases (Figure 2 of Liu & Penner, 2005 and Figure 9 of Barahona & Nenes, 2009). Thus,
reasons for a larger ηα in LP and BN mainly come from differences among different parcel models. For example, in the parcel model used for LP, the nucleation rate J was calculated using the effective freezing temperature approach (Sassen & Dodd, 1988) rather than the water activity approach in this study (Koop et al., 2000).
In the work of Barahona and Nenes (2009), Nbin is set to 20. Our parcel model testing shows that ηα with
Nbin = 20 is higher than that of Nbin = 200 under the same conditions (not shown). In contrast, ηα from the
KL parameterization is almost zero for a low V (Figure 2), which is signiﬁcantly less than that from ALFA0.5 in
Figure 1 and very similar to that from ALFA0.5_KL which uses the same assumption (discussed in section 2) as
in the KL parameterization.
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3

Figure 3. Changes (PD-PI) in annual zonal mean in-cloud ice crystal number concentrations (ΔNi [cm ]) from model simulations with (a) LP, (b) BN, and (c) KL ice nucleation parameterizations. Differences signiﬁcant at the 95% level of the
Student’s t test are depicted by dots.

4. Implications of ηα Differences for AIF
Here we study the implications of different ηα from ice nucleation parameterizations for ice AIF using a GCM
(CAM5.1) (Neale et al., 2012). This model includes a two-moment stratiform cloud microphysics scheme
(Gettelman et al., 2010; Morrison & Gettelman, 2008), coupled with a three-mode version of a modal aerosol
module (Liu, Easter, et al., 2012) and enables the treatment of aerosol effects on both liquid and ice clouds.
The ice nucleation process is represented by the LP parameterization. Coarse mode dust represents heterogeneous ice nucleating particles. Homogeneous nucleation uses sulfate aerosol particles in the Aitken mode.
The subgrid scale variability of vertical velocity (Wsub), which is diagnosed from the square root of turbulent
kinetic energy (Bretherton & Park, 2009), is used to drive the ice nucleation parameterization. A pair of PD (i.e.,
the year 2000) and PI (i.e., the year 1850) simulations is conducted to derive aerosol AIF. To isolate the anthropogenic AIF on cirrus clouds from that on liquid-phase clouds, the ice nucleation parameterization is driven
by PD or PI aerosols prescribed from baseline model simulations, whereas the droplet activation parameterization for liquid clouds is driven by PD aerosols online calculated. Simulations are carried out at a horizontal
resolution of 1.9° × 2.5°, with prescribed climatological sea surface temperatures and sea ice. Furthermore, we
implement the BN and KL ice nucleation parameterizations in CAM5.1 (Shi et al., 2015) and compare simulations from LP, BN and KL ice nucleation parameterizations in the same CAM5.1 model. All simulations are run
for a period of 11 years, and results from the last 10 years are used in the analysis.
Figure 3 shows changes (PD minus PI) in the annual zonal mean for in-cloud ice crystal number concentrations (ΔNi [cm3]) from model simulations using the three ice nucleation parameterizations. ΔNi from
LP and BN is signiﬁcant (>0.01 cm3) in the upper troposphere at midlatitudes over the Northern
Hemisphere (NH), where sulfate Na increases signiﬁcantly from PI to PD (not shown). In contrast, ΔNi from
KL is not statistically signiﬁcant. Table 2 gives global annual mean values of the cloud variables at PD and their
changes (Δ) between PD and PI for the three ice nucleation parameterizations. The change in cloud droplet

Table 2
Global Annual Mean Cloud Variables at PD and Their Changes (Δ) Between PD and PI From the CAM5.1 Simulations for Three
Ice Nucleation Parameterizations (LP, BN, and KL)
Parameterization
LP
BN
KL
ΔLP
ΔBN
ΔKL

CF

LWCF

SWCF

IWP

LWP

CDNI

27.84
27.81
28.15
0.13 ± 0.60
0.10 ± 0.61
0.13 ± 0.64

25.86
25.46
25.06
0.36 ± 0.72
0.33 ± 0.68
0.05 ± 0.49

53.70
53.27
53.21
0.23 ± 0.87
0.23 ± 0.89
0.18 ± 0.77

19.19
18.77
18.77
0.20 ± 0.74
0.19 ± 0.70
0.01 ± 0.65

45.32
45.09
45.20
0.06 ± 0.97
0.08 ± 0.95
0.08 ± 1.00

1.50
1.45
1.50
0.09 ± 0.14
0.08 ± 0.11
0.03 ± 0.07

2

2

Note. Changes are shown for net cloud forcing (CF [W m ]), as well as the longwave (LWCF [W m ]) and shortwave
2
2
2
(SWCF [W m ]) components, ice water path (IWP [g m ]), liquid water path (LWP [g m ]), and column cloud ice num8 2
ber concentration (CDNI [10 m ]). Standard deviations (±) are estimated from averages of each of 10 years.
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number concentration is negligible because PD online aerosols are used in both PD and PI simulations (not
shown). The change in the vertically integrated (i.e., column) cloud ice number concentration (ΔCDNI) from
KL is 0.03 × 108 m2, which is much lower than those from LP (0.09 × 108 m2) and BN (0.08 × 108 m2).
Correspondingly, the change in ice water path (ΔIWP) from KL (0.01 g m2) is much smaller than that from
LP (0.20 g m2) and BN (0.19 g m2). As a result, the change in longwave cloud forcing (ΔLWCF) from KL
(0.05 W m2) is much weaker than that from LP (0.36 W m2) and BN (0.33 W m2). The shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF) is dominated by low-level warm clouds. Changes in cirrus cloud microphysics (e.g., increase in Ni)
can lead to the increase of atmospheric stability and the weakening of convection (Andrews et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2014). Because of the weakening of convection, the large-scale cloud liquid water path (LWP)
increases. ΔLWP from LP, BN, and KL experiments are 0.06, 0.08, and 0.08 g m2, respectively (Table 2).
This is a major contribution to negative ΔSWCF. The ΔSWCF values from LP, BN, and KL are 0.23, 0.23,
and 0.18 W m2, respectively. Although the negative ΔIWP for KL should lead to a positive change in
SWCF of cirrus clouds, the overall ΔSWCF is negative for KL, due to the more negative change in SWCF of
warm clouds. We note that ΔCF from KL is negative (0.13 W m2), whereas ΔCF is positive for LP
(0.13 W m2) and BN (0.10 W m2). However, these ΔCFs are generally within ±1 standard deviation.

5. Discussion and Summary
There are still large disagreements regarding the sensitivity of Ni that is formed from homogeneous nucleation in cirrus clouds to Na (e.g., Barahona & Nenes, 2008, 2009; Jensen & Toon, 1994; Kärcher & Lohmann,
2002a, 2002b; Kärcher et al., 2006; Kay & Wood, 2008; Liu & Penner, 2005). To attribute the causes of these
discrepancies, we run a cloud parcel model (Shi & Liu, 2016) for a variety of aerosol and thermodynamic conditions. The modeled aerosol sensitivity of ηα (i.e., the sensitivity of Ni to Na) is close to zero at updrafts of
V < 50 cm s1, which is very similar to that of Kay and Wood (2008) when a monodisperse aerosol size distribution is used. When we change the aerosol size distribution from monodisperse to a lognormal function
typical of the upper troposphere, aerosol sensitivity is signiﬁcantly increased. This may explain the very small
aerosol sensitivity in Kay and Wood (2008), which assumed a monodisperse aerosol size distribution.
Furthermore, ηα increases when the geometric dispersion of the aerosol size distribution (σ) is larger.
Differences in ηα among the three ice nucleation parameterizations (i.e., LP, BN, and KL) widely used in GCMs
for studying aerosol effects on ice clouds are also investigated. At low V (<50 cm s1), Ni is moderately
sensitive to Na for LP and BN, whereas Ni is insensitive to Na for KL; all three parameterizations use a similar
lognormal aerosol size distribution. We ﬁnd that the approach used in the KL parameterization, that is, aerosol particles freeze chronologically by aerosol size and therefore neglect the competition among different
sizes of particles, results in extremely low sensitivity in the KL. If the same KL approach is used in our parcel
model calculation, we can reproduce a nearly zero aerosol sensitivity, similar to KL.
The implications of ηα differences in these three parameterizations for ice cloud AIF are investigated with the
CAM5.1. The anthropogenic longwave AIF ranges from 0.05 (KL) to 0.33 (BN) and 0.36 W m2 (LP). This may
explain why the longwave AIF is much stronger in the CAM5.1 (0.40–0.52 W m2) with the LP parameterization (Ghan et al., 2012) than that in the ECHAM-HAM2 (0.05–0.2 W m2) with the KL parameterization (Zhang
et al., 2012).
This study suggests that a larger ηα (0.1–0.3) is more plausible and the homogeneous nucleation parameterizations should include a realistic aerosol size distribution to account for the competition of water vapor
among different sizes of particles. By including the aerosol size distribution in the homogeneous nucleation
parameterizations, this will contribute to the reduction of aerosol longwave indirect forcing spread in models.
We note that this spread in models can result from other sources of uncertainties in the representation of cirrus clouds, for example, the occurrence frequency of homogeneous nucleation, which depends critically on
subgrid vertical velocity (Shi & Liu, 2016). Current models show the dominant role of homogeneous nucleation versus heterogeneous nucleation in the formation of ice crystals, especially in tropical upper tropospheric cirrus (Shi et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016), contrary to the observations (Jensen et al., 2013). If
homogeneous nucleation is deemed to occur less frequently, the longwave indirect forcing will be lower than
those estimated in the CAM5.1 by LP and BN (Table 2). The aerosol longwave indirect forcing of 0.05 to
0.36 W m2 estimated in this study is comparable (albeit smaller) in magnitude, but in the opposite sign
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to the radiative forcing of 0.45 (1.2 to 0.0) W m2 due to aerosol-cloud interactions (Myhre et al., 2013). It
can contribute to the warming from well-mixed greenhouse gases with a positive forcing of 2.83 (2.54 to
3.12) W m2. The aerosol indirect effects through cirrus clouds can lead to the increase of atmospheric stability, the weakening of convection, and the change of atmospheric humidity (Andrews et al., 2010; Liu
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014) and thus can be an important driver of climate change in the twentieth century.
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